This paper studies top-down program development techniques for BulkSynchronous Parallelism. In that context a specification formalism Logs, for 'the Logic of Global Synchrony', has been proposed for the specification and high-level development of BSP designs. This paper extends the use of Logs to provide support for the protection of local variables in BSP programs, thus completing the link between specifications and programs.
Introduction
Top-down design of a program starts from an abstract formal specification. The specification is then refined into a more concrete form that incorporates design decisions reflecting a commitment to algorithmic and data representation, and can be further implemented with executable code. Such program refinement techniques have been well studied for sequential programming. By comparison parallel programming tends to be much more complex, which means that rigorous program development techniques are all the more necessary.
Bulk-Synchronous Parallelism [15] is a programming paradigm based on variable sharing and global synchronization. In BSP, processes are synchronized at corresponding synchronization commands issued by individual processes. Arbitrarily many local computation commands are allowed between consecutive synchronizations. In most implementations, communications may be delayed until the following synchronization point at which their delivery is guaranteed. Synchronization points partition the execution of any BSP process into steps, called supersteps. The following BSP program consists of one superstep comprising two processes in parallel: (x := 1 put y := x − 1 get x := y + 1 sync) (y := 2 sync)
We have omitted the syntax declaring x to be local to the first program and y to be local to the second; put is a communication command that writes a value (calculated locally) to a remote variable, and get is a command that reads the value (immediately before the following synchronization) of a remote variable. Any communication is completed at the following sync commands. Thus the final values of x and y are 3 and 0 respectively. Concurrent variable sharing in BSP inevitably involves the risk of communication interference. When two processes try to write to the same global variable in a superstep, a conflict occurs. In most functional models of BSP, such a conflict is treated as an error. We follow the approach of BSPlib [8, 11] in which it is resolved at the following synchronization barrier by the variable non-deterministically taking one of the values written to it. Such nondeterminism allows more valid implementations than does the more conservative approach of throwing an error.
BSP is mainly used in parallel scientific computing with data parallelism [13] . However any large-scale application in scientific computing inevitably involves resource sharing and communication-flow management, representative of typical kinds of task parallelism in distributed computing. Distributed dynamic-load-balancing algorithms provide such examples. Although, strictly speaking, globally-synchronized systems are not distributed at the level of individual supersteps, typical characteristics of distributed computing such as safety and liveness still naturally arise at that level across multiple supersteps. In general a parallel application contains a mixture of data and task parallelism.
Another technical challenge involves parallel BSP processes having unmatched (i.e. unequal) numbers of supersteps [13] . Previous work broached that problem by producing failure at the beginning of all processes or the end of the shortest process's execution [10] . Alternatively syntactic type-checking can be designed to disallow such programs [12] . In task-parallel programming, it is essential to allow reactive (i.e. non-terminating) processes combined with terminating processes in parallel. Our solution is to append empty supersteps to shorter processes.
To meet those challenges we have introduced [1, 4] an intermediate specification formalism (i.e. language supported by laws and a semantic model) called the Logic of Global Synchrony, Logs. Logs uses predicates to specify the relation among initial, final and a trace of intermediate states of a BSP computation. Both data and task parallelism are supported. Unbounded nondeterminism is allowed, as are infeasible specifications that do not exhibit any trace of intermediate states from some initial states. Parallel composition is defined simply as the common behavior (or conjunction) of processes. Such an abstract definition exhibits parallel compositionality: refinement of individual processes will always lead to the refinement of their parallel composition, although if two specifications in parallel do not agree with each other, their composition becomes infeasible. This enables communication interference to be reasoned about within the theoretic framework itself.
BSP's lack of compositionality poses a serious challenge in programming. For example, suppose that a specification requires the variable y to become x + 1 after a synchronization point. Naturally this specification should be implemented with communication commands. However, the BSP program (put y := x + 1 sync) is not a correct implementation! If we try to place it in parallel with another process:
( put y := x+1 sync ) ( put y := 2 sync ) , the final value of y will be nondeterministically either x + 1 or 2 . In fact, owing to potential communication interference, no open BSP program (that allows other processes in parallel) refines the above specification.
A possible remedy is to introduce a closure operation that hides all communications, synchronizations and intermediate states [7] . However, that approach is not compositional, as two closed parallel programs cannot communicate with each other. Another solution is to conjoin a restriction that explicitly specifies the communications to each shared variable. For the example above, a condition that rules out any communications to a variable x must be carried throughout program development. Reasoning based on this approach [10] is in danger of becoming excessively complicated and of not scaling up. We solve this problem more neatly by introducing two commands for variable protection. These commands are used in program development and will be eliminated from the final code using simple algebraic laws. If a Logs specification is already concrete enough and contains all necessary details of an algorithm, then refinement laws can be used to transform the specification directly into BSP code. If the specification is infeasible, its refinement will lead to the specification command magic, which because it cannot be refined to code indicates an error in program development. The variable protection commands have the effect of 'closing' a program with respect to certain variables only, and hence of solving the problem in a neat, efficient and systematic manner.
In Section 2 we summarize the language Logs and its laws. In Section 3 we apply that formalism to BSP and in Section 4 introduce the variable-protection primitives necessary for BSP code. Section 5 introduces a development methodology, which is demonstrated in Section 6 on the dining philosophers; this treatment extends to code the development of the same problem in [4] . The approach taken in this paper is entirely algebraic; for the underlying (predicative) semantics we refer to [4, 6] .
Specification language Logs
In Chen and Sanders [4] we introduced an intermediate specification language Logs. It makes explicit the intermediate global states at synchronization points. Communications are abstracted in Logs. For a vector ω of program variables, the primitives of Logs are commands on ω taking n steps, for n ∈ N ∞ where N ∞ = N ∪ {∞} . Each command starts in its initial state ← − w and, after n intermediate steps, if n < ∞ terminates in a final state − → w but otherwise does not terminate, generating an infinite sequence of intermediate states (in which case there is no final state). The semantic space of Logs commands is a complete lattice of predicates whose top, bottom, glb operator and lub operator are denoted by ⊤ , ⊥ , ⊓ and ⊔ respectively (refer to [1] ). The following table lists the primitive commands of Logs.
An n-step command is written p n where p = p( ← − w , ω 0 , . . . , ω n−1 , − → w ) . In it each ω k with k < n denotes the state at the (k + 1)-th intermediate synchronization point. For example, ← − x + 1 = x 0 = − → x − 1 1 is a 1Logs command in which the program variable x is increased by 1 before its first intermediate synchronization point x 0 and increased by 1 again by termination. The sequential composition of P and Q , written P Q as usual, is associative and the composition of an nLogs command with an mLogs command forms an (n+m)Logs command. Note that no additional synchronization point is inserted by sequential composition. This reflects the fact that, in BSP, the sequential composition can be placed either at a synchronization point or between two consecutive synchronization points.
The final state of a nonterminating command is not observable. A nonterminating command will not be affected by any following command. The nondeterministic choice between two nLogs commands is the disjunction of their internal predicates. Nondeterministic choice between two Logs commands with different numbers of steps cannot be simplified as a single command. The parallel composition of two nLogs commands is the conjunction of their internal predicates. If the lengths of nLogs commands are not equal, their parallel composition becomes the 'magic' command, which indicates inconsistency. Both (universal) nondeterministic choice and (universal) parallel composition are idempotent, commutative, associative and distributive with each other. Sequential composition also distributes universal nondeterministic choice. Magic ⊤ (the top) specifies inconsistency and does not contain any behavior. Chaos ⊥ (the bottom) specifies a command with all possible behaviors. Termination ∢ and nontermination ∢ specify terminating and nonterminating behaviors respectively and are complement of each other. The important composition, partition can be used to define recursion. As seen from its definition, the partition P | Q combines the terminating behavior of P with the nonterminating behavior of Q . Skip II (the unit of sequential composition) and conditional magic (b) ⊤ (skip if b else magic) are special 0Logs commands. The partitioned fixpoint of a recursion f (X) is denoted by φX · f (X) or φf for short. For example, the recursion φX 
A specification is finite if it consists of only a finite number of primitive commands and the internal predicate of each nLogs primitive command has a finite syntax. The above Logs laws are complete in the sense that if two finite Logs commands P and Q are semantically equal, then the equality P = Q can be proved using (just) the laws of Logs and first-order logic.
More useful commands can be derived from the primitive ones. Conditional can be defined with conditional magic. Loop is a special recursion that repeats P if b is true and otherwise skips. For example, the simplest recursion φX · X equals the empty loop (do true → II od) that never terminates. The initial state of a process in a distributed system is local and so not directly accessible to other processes. 
Zero repetition P 0 = II is skip. Repetition P n = P P n−1 repeats a command P sequentially n times (0 < n < ∞). Infinite repetition P ∞ = n<∞ P n ∢ repeats P infinitely many times. For example ← − x + 1 = x 0 = − → x ∞ 1 specifies a nonterminating command that increases variable x by 1 at every synchronization point. General repetition P λ = n ∞ P n , for λ an arbitrary subset of N ∞ , is the nondeterministic choice of n-time repetitions for all n ∈ λ . Other repetition operators are special cases of general repetition: arbitrary repetition P * = P N∞ , finite repetition P ⊛ = P N , non-zero repetition P + = P N∞\{0} , and no-zero finite repetition P ⊕ = P N\{0} . We assume that P {} = ⊤ . General repetition is monotonic and can be refined with a nonterminating loop. The pointwise sum of two sets λ, µ ⊆ N ∞ is λ + µ = {n + m | n ∈ λ, m ∈ µ} and satisfies λ + µ = µ + λ where we assume that ∞ + n = n + ∞ = ∞ for any n ∈ N ∞ . Let n · λ denote the sum of λ for n < ∞ times, ∞ · λ = {∞} ( 0 ∈ λ ), and µ · λ = n∈µ n · λ . General repetitions of a Logs command can be merged. Using partitions, we can reason separately about the terminating and nonterminating behaviors of a repetition. Safety and liveness satisfy some further laws [4] .
In this section we study the algebraic laws of BSP. A denotational semantics has been given in Chen [1, 3] . A BSP program can have an infinite number of supersteps, contain finite nondeterminism and be infeasible. The following table lists the primitive commands of BSP where φ and ψ are two disjoint sets of variables (written henceforth as φ⋄ψ). Operator ! ϕ is a syntactic restriction for local variables where ϕ ⊆ ω . As a convention, we assume that ! ϕ distributes through compositions and ⊓ . In the table, we assume that u, v,
We omit a local-variable set if it does not cause confusion. The new communication command mov v := e(u; s) ! ϕ is a general command that combines put and get .
It reads values of u in the current state and values of s from the state at the synchronization point after all communications during the superstep are delivered. The fixpoint of recursion is still the partitioned fixpoint. Other commands such as conditional and loop can be derived from the primitive commands as we have done for Logs. Please refer to [5] for the details of the following laws. 
Finite BSP programs (consisting of a finite number of primitive commands without recursion) that do not contain mov command have a normal form. The normal form incorporating mov is slightly simpler.
Any finite BSP program can be reduced to normal form Norm 1 in finitely many steps using (just) BSP laws.
Variable protection
In order to protect BSP processes from undesirable communication interference, we introduce two new commands of variable protection.
Backwards variable protection vp (u) protects variables in u from any outside communication interference. The command does nothing if there are no incoming communications to u during the current superstep; otherwise it becomes magic ⊤, which refines any specification. In order to eliminate backward variable protection, we need another command vp ′ (u) called forward variable protection. vp ′ (u) P becomes magic ⊤ if the variables in u are interfered with by subsequent communications; otherwise it behaves like P . A forward variable protection is eventually eliminated by the following synchronization.
) BSP with variable protection has the following normal form. We assume that any forward variable protection is always followed by a program with at least one synchronization.
Any BSP program with variable protections composed of finitely many commands can be reduced to normal form Norm 3 in finitely many steps using (just) laws of BSP and variable protection.
From Logs to BSP with variable protection
We now study the transformation from Logs specifications to BSP code. Given a Logs specification, the first step is to transform it into a specification composed of only 0Logs and 1Logs commands. Such transformation can of course be done in the specification language Logs itself using the laws of Logs and predicate calculus.
For each 0Logs or 1Logs command, the second step is to reduce unbounded nondeterminism into finite nondeterminism. For example ← − x − → x 0 is a typical 0Logs command that requires the final value of x to be some number not less than its initial value. It can be refined, for example, by the nondeterministic choice between two deterministic 0Logs specifications:
The third step is to transform each deterministic 0Logs and 1Logs command to BSP code with variable protection. Since Logs specifications and BSP programs lie in different semantic domains, we need a Galois-embedding relational transformer Q to transform Logs specifications into the semantic domain of BSP. Since the present paper focuses on the algebraic and refinement laws, we refer to [1] for detailed semantic definitions and properties. Variable protection can be eventually eliminated from the code if it is assumed that no other processes appear in parallel. The transformer is strict Q⊤ = ⊤ , distributes nondeterministic choice Q P = { QP | P ∈ P } , transforms skip and conditional magic of Logs to those of BSP respectively: Q II = II and Q (b(u)) ⊤ = (b(u)) ⊤ ! u and distributes sequential composition:
The transformation from 0Logs and 1Logs specifications to BSP code satisfies some useful refinement laws. A deterministic 0Logs specification can be implemented by a local assignment statement. Since 0Logs does not contain synchronization or communication, no remote variable can be accessed and and all variables must be local. The refinement of 0Logs commands is compositional in the sense that the conjunction (i.e. parallel composition) of two 0Logs specifications can be implemented as the parallel composition of their corresponding BSP refinements. The simplest command relates only initial and the first intermediate state. It is implemented as an assignment statement followed by a synchronization, and all variables are local. A 1Logs specification that relates only the initial and final states can be implemented as a put command followed by a synchronization. Such a specification states nothing about the initial and intermediate states of v . Thus variables in v need not be local. The communication command put overwrites variables in v at the following synchronization point. The variable protection command vp (v) protects the variables v from other communication interference. The last law alone is complete for 1Logs in the sense that it has already covered all possible deterministic 1Logs specifications.
The conjunctive parallel composition of two 1Logs specifications can be implemented as the parallel composition of their BSP refinements. Infinite specifications also satisfy a number of useful refinement laws. For example, a finite repetition can be implemented as a loop with an increasing variant f (w) bounded by a constant N (refer to [9] ). In last two laws, we assume b(v) ⇒ f (w)<N and p ⇒ f ( ← − w )<f ( − → w ) where f is a function whose values are natural numbers.
Case study: the dining philosophers Since it was first described in [6] , the example of the dining philosophers has become a benchmark for the calibration of theories of concurrency and the way they facilitate reasoning about resource contention. Here we continue a case study begun in [4] , repeating enough of the early developments for the treatment to be self-contained; but the novelty arises from the latter part of the development. Five philosophers are seated at a circular dining table. Each philosopher cycles through the phases of thinking, t , being hungry, h , and eating, e . Neighboring philosophers may not eat at the same time. We require that a hungry philosopher eventually eats provided that thinking and eating are achieved in finitely-many steps.
Let each philosopher have a state x k ∈ {t, h, e} and let the state of the vector of philosophers be x = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x 4 . The abstract requirement of the dining philosophers is specified as follows, with k − = (k−1) mod 5 and k + = (k+1) mod 5.
The term [ ← − x k = h ] ⊕ , for example, specifies philosopher k 's terminating hungry phase. The use of transitions guarantees that the value of each variable can be updated simultaneously on all processes sharing it. Local variable update is postponed until the next synchronization point at which the variable's copies on other processes can be updated via communication broadcasting. The above abstract specification can be refined by adding forks, one between adjacent philosophers and numbered like the philosophers: philosopher k requires forks k and k + in order to eat. Let the state of fork k be denoted y k with the vector of forks being denoted y = y 0 , y 1 , · · · , y 4 . Each fork has two states: either l (being used by the philosopher to its left) or r (to its right). To eat, philosopher k requires y k = r and y k + = l . Initially we suppose that termination of the hungry phase is unknown. We propose a strategy that consists of seven rules for each philosopher k: a thinking philosopher may either continue thinking or become hungry (
; a hungry philosopher may either remain hungry or immediately eat, provided that two adjacent forks are available
; an eating philosopher may either continue eating or stop to think ( ← −
; if two adjacent philosophers are thinking, the fork between them will not change
; if a philosopher is thinking while his lefthand neighbor is not, then the philosopher will 'lose' the fork between them (
; if a philosopher is not thinking but his left-hand neighbor is, the neighbor will lose the fork between them (
; if neither of two adjacent philosophers is thinking, the fork between them will not change
Here p ¡ b £ q denotes the expression p if b else q . SPEC 1 can now be refined into a concrete specification of the strategy.
and stategy k is the conjunction of the seven rules just introduced. Each P k represents philosopher k, while T k , H k and E k represent thinking, being hungry and eating respectively. SPEC 2 is initialized by the requirement acyc that the forks form an acyclic priority graph. In the case of improper initialization, SPEC 2 becomes magic and so still refines SPEC 1. Using the algebraic laws of safety and liveness, we were able to prove that the potentially nonterminating hungry phase is in fact terminating [4] . Theorem 3 eventually leads to the conclusion that SPEC 1 ⊑ SPEC 2.
Now, we shall take a further step to implement the detailed specification with a BSP program. Our first step is to introduce iterations. We assume that only x k or y k are local to each philosopher k . Any change of x k or y k is broadcast to the neighboring processes. We shall omit ! v if it does not cause confusion.
Q SPEC 2 ⊑ SPEC 3 T k , H k and E k in SPEC 3 are further defined and implemented as follows:
It forces the thinking phase to terminate and starts the hungry phase. The program
is a possible implementation. Real users may have more interesting implementation. H k corresponds to the hungry phase of philosopher k .
The eating phase is very similar to the thinking phase. We are now able to produce a BSP program as our final implementation. Unnecessary conditional magic commands are eliminated using Laws 2. Remaining backward variable protections are eliminated due to the fact that the philosophers do not interfere with each other and the final program is deemed to be closed.
SPEC 4
(x, y = t, t, t, t, t, l, r, r, r, r) ⊤ k Phil k
do (x k = t) → put y k := (y k ¡ x k − = t £ l) sync od n :∈ N do n > 0 → n := n − 1 sync od put x k := h sync Logs has been designed to support both data and task parallelism in BSP programming. At the level across multiple supersteps, a nonterminating BSP program demonstrates the major characteristics of distributed computing. For example in the case study, the thinking phase of a philosopher may last any number of supersteps during which various computational tasks can be carried out. This paper provides a sequel to [4] , completing the development from specification at intermediate level to BSP code by introducing variable protection. Indeed the transformation from a concrete Logs specification to final code could be mechanized. In our experience, programs resulting from rigorous derivations using these laws look particularly simple and compact compared to those produced by manual programming techniques. The approach taken in this paper has several advantages: it provides support for compositional program development, treats communication interference simply as infeasibility (any hidden infeasibility being detected by the laws of variable protection), and handles processes with unmatched numbers of supersteps. We have assumed that data are communicated atomically. That assumption is reasonable for scalars. For the communication of a large vector, our approach might be extended by arbitrary interleaving of smaller atomic communications.
